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• Today’s Eds: Katelyn & Linda

• Monday: Gainer & Jake

Puzzles:

1. Teanchi and Beanchi are a mar-
ried couple (don’t ask me who’s he and

who’s she)! They have two kids; one of

them is a girl, what is the probability
that the other kid is also a girl. Assume

safely that the probability of each gen-

der is 1/2.

2. Determine all possible triples

(p, q, r) of integers that satisfy the fol-
lowing system of simultaneous equa-

tions:

p
2(q + r) = 5

q
2(r + p) = 8

r
2(p + q) = 9.

Mathematician of the Day

Rene Descartes, March 31, 1596 - February 11, 1650.

• Rene Descartes was a philosopher whose application of algebra

to Geometry led to Cartesian geometry. He was educated at the

Jesuit college of La Flèche in Anjou, where he studied logic, Aris-
totlean philosophy, and mathematics. School made him realize

how little he truly knew, and he found he was only fond of math-
ematics. This idea became the basis for all his future works.

• In 1619, Descartes joined the Bavarian army and traveled

throughout Europe until 1628. At that time, he tired of trav-

eling and decided to settle down in Holland. It was there that
Descartes began work on his first major treaty on physics, Le

Monde, ou Traité de la Lumière. Right before he finishes this

treaty, Galileo was put on house arrest; Descartes wisely decided
not to risk publication, so the treaty was not published until after

his death.

• Descartes felt that only math was certain, so all things should

be based on mathematics. He published many major works in-
cluded ones on optics, meteorology, and most importantly, ge-

ometry. He is also well known for publishing many works on
philosophy.

• Though many theologians and mathematicians have contested

Descartes’ claims, he is remembered for being the first person to

experiment with a different way of thinking.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/



Career Spotlight: Computer Programmer

Job Description: Programmers write the codes that tell computers what to do. They also test and

maintain programs, which the computer follows to perform their function. They conceive, design, and
test logical structures for solving problems by computer. With the constant innovation of technology, it is

becoming more difficult to distinguish different computer specialists. In general their main job function

is programming.

Education: The majority of Computer Programmers have a bachelor’s degree in computer science, math-
ematics, or information systems. But the level of education and experience required by employers are

rising, due to the increasing complexity of programming. In 2006 almost 8 out of 10 computer program-
mers held an associate’s degree or higher; nearly half held a bachelor’s degree, and 2 out of 10 held a

graduate degree.

Work Condition: Computer programmers generally work in comfortable office environments. Many

programmers work long hours or on weekends to meet deadlines or fix any critical problems that may
occur. Most work alone but some work in teams. Telecommuting, also known as virtual office, is becoming

quite popular for the field.

Salary: According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers, starting salary offers for com-

puter programmers were an average of $49,928 per year in 2007. In 2007, the mean annual earnings of
computer programmers were $72,010.

Job Outlook: Employment of computer programmers is expected to grow faster than average for all oc-

cupation through 2008. However, numerous factors will moderate employment growth: the centralizing

of systems and applications, the growing ability of users to write their own programs, and the employ-
ment of foreign workers by companies for lower wages. Nevertheless, employers will still need local

programmers with strong technical skills.

Sources:

http://www.umsl.edu/services/govdocs/ooh20002001/102.htm#outlook

http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos110.htm

http://www.calmis.cahwnet.gov/file/occguide/COMPUPRO.HTM


